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BIDDING QUESTIONS- PART 2  

By Larry Matheny 
  
In this session I will again address some frequently asked bidding questions.  In 
preparation for this class, I solicited questions from our unit members. 
 
 
QUESTION #1:   After partner opens 1NT and I hold the majors, I know how 
to signoff or force, but how do I invite game with nine cards in the majors?   

 
  PARD       ME 
    1NT         ? 

 
    A.  Q9853  KQ102  J9  106 

B.  KQ102  Q9853  J9  106  
   
ANSWER:  There is more than one method but I like this one:  With hand A use 
Stayman and raise to three if partner shows a major.  If he bids 2 , bid 2  
showing specifically five spades, four hearts, and invitational values.  With 
hand B transfer to hearts and then bid 2 .  This shows five hearts, four spades, 
and is invitational.  Partner may pass, bid 2NT, signoff in 3 of the major, or bid 
game. 

 
 

 
QUESTION #2:  I have trouble knowing how to evaluate my hand when I 
have a void.  And, how do I show the void in response to Blackwood? 
 
ANSWER:  The phrase “useful void” is important.  A void in partner’s suit might 
not be good but a void in an opponent’s suit can be extremely useful.  As for 
evaluating the hand, if you have 4-card trump support, the void is usually worth 
five points.  The Splinter bid is one way to show shortness.  Here are some 
examples: 
  
        (1)       (2)          (3) 
YOU PARD  PARD     YOU YOU  PARD 
 1     1     1           4   1         2  
 4         4  
 
In hand #1, your rebid of 4  shows 19+ support.  A jump to 4  would show the 
same strength but deny shortness.  With hand #2, your jump shows around 10-
12 high card points and shortness in clubs.  The last example shows diamond 
shortness and the strength depends on whether you are using 2/1 or Standard 
bidding. 
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To show a useful void in response to 4NT is a bit more complicated.  With an 
even number of aces (or keycards), you respond 5NT.  With an odd number, you 
jump to six of the void suit.  If your void is in a higher suit than your agreed suit, 
you jump to six of the agreed suit.  Again, I remind you that the void must be 
useful to partner. 
 
 
QUESTION #3:  How do I make a game try in competition?  
     
      ME   OPP  PARD  OPP 
      1      2      2        3  
       ? 

 
  ME    OPP  PARD  OPP 

      1     Pass    2       3  
       ? 

ANSWER:  Those rude opponents have taken up your room for a game try so 

use a double here to invite and three of the major as merely competitive.  Partner 
can accept by bidding game, rebid three of the major with a minimum, or pass 
the double for penalties.  This solution is on your convention card and named 
Maximal Double. 
 

 

 
QUESTION #4:  Here is a hand from a recent Monday game.  We played a 
diamond part-score when we were cold for game in either major and 
diamonds.  Help! 
     AJ932   J8653   6   96 
 
     K85    A97   AKQJ94   Q 
 
ANSWER: I held the South hand and we arrived in 4 , the second best contract.  
Here was our auction: 
 
          SOUTH   WEST   NORTH  EAST 
            1          Pass      1         2    
            DBL  Pass      2        Pass    
            3          Pass      3        Pass 
            4          All Pass    
 
My double of 2  was a Support Double.  This showed 3-card spade support but 
said nothing about the strength of my hand.  My partner retreated to 2 , reluctant 
to bid hearts fearing a new suit might encourage me.  My cue bid of 3  showed a 
huge hand and now my partner introduced the heart suit but I wasn’t sure he had 
five of them.  There are eleven tricks in hearts and diamonds, but only ten in 
spades.  The Support Double (and Redouble) is a good convention to add to 
your card.     
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QUESTION #5:  Wanting to get to 3NT, how do I find out if partner has a 

stopper in the opponents’ suit? 
 

A.  108  AKJ107  Q83  KJ102   
 

PARD OPP    ME   OPP 
      1   1        2       P 
    3       P          ? 
 

   B.  108   AK7   KQ109   QJ102 
 

PARD  OPP    ME   OPP 
      1    1       2       P 
    3        P        ? 

  
 
ANSWER:  The cue bid is a valuable tool.  It may be used as a general force, to 
show support, show a control, or as an asking bid.  In hand A it’s likely 3NT is the 
best contract if partner has a spade stopper and a cue bid here asks partner that 
very question.  With B, your first cue bid showed a limit or better diamond raise 
and your next cue bid asked partner if he had a spade stopper. 
 
Here is a rule: “If the opponents have bid one suit, the cue bid asks for a stopper; 
if they have bid two suits, the cue bid shows a stopper.” 
 
 

QUESTION #6:  At first I liked my hand and after partner’s overcall, I loved 

it.  But, how do I know if partner only made a light, lead-directing overcall, 
or he has a good hand? 
 

K1073  974  AQJ4  K3 
  

OPP PARD   OPP    ME 
    1        1      Pass     ? 

  
 
Does partner hold:   A.  AQJ95  Q32  76  J102   
  
Or does he have:    B.  AQJ95  8  K1082  AJ2 
  
With hand A, I might be too high at the three-level while hand B is cold for 
slam.  How do I investigate without getting too high?   
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ANSWER:  A cue bid of the opponents’ suit is again the answer.  Here it asks 
partner about the strength of his overcall.  If he returns to the overcalled suit he 
shows a minimum while other calls show extra values.  The important thing is 
that you can stay at the two-level.  But remember, since most partnerships agree 
a new suit by Advancer (partner of the overcaller) isn’t forcing, the cue bid is also 
used to show other strong hands. 
 
 
QUESTION #7:  How do I handle interference over Blackwood? 
  
   OPP      ME    OPP    PARD 
       3         4       4       4NT 
     5          ? 
 

ANSWER:  There are ways to show aces in this auction.  Try either DOP1, 

ROP1, or DEPO.  These three acronyms stand for: 
 
DO (double w/zero) P1 (pass w/one)  bid the next suit w/2, etc. 
RO (redouble w/zero) P1 (pass w/one) bid the next suit/2, etc. 
DE (double w/even) PO (pass w/odd) 
 
DOPI and ROPI are used below five of your suit and DEPO is used for the higher 
auctions.  Zero along with 2 & 4 is considered even. 

 
    
 
QUESTION #8:  How should we bid this hand?  We were N/S vul. vs. nonvul. 
In a pairs game.  Our result was terrible with this auction: 
 
   
   5  AKJ93  976  A632 
         KQJ1073     A864 
         void     865 
         J102     84 
         K985     Q1074 
    92  Q10742  AKQ53  J 
    
    
    
   SOUTH   WEST  NORTH   EAST 
      1       1         2       3  
      4            5 ?     all pass 
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You can’t let them push you around and they cannot be allowed to play a 
contract without being doubled.  Here is a better auction: 
 
 
   SOUTH   WEST  NORTH   EAST 
       1       1         3       4  
      4NT         5       P       P 
        6     all pass 
 
North’s jump to three spades is a splinter bid showing good hearts, spade 
shortness, and the values for game.  After the five-level interference of Keycard 
Blackwood, North employs DEPO.  Her pass shows an odd number of keycards 
and South bids the slam. 
 
 
 
QUESTION #9:  Why all the fuss about Roman Keycard Blackwood?  Why is 
it better than regular Blackwood? 
  
 
ANSWER:  RKC gains over standard Blackwood by treating the king of the 
agreed trump suit as an ace.  It also lets you discover if the trump queen is in 
your partner’s hand.  The entire convention is extremely complicated but in its 
most simple form, it can be used effectively. 
 
If you are missing two keys, you want to avoid slam.  If you are missing one key 
AND the queen of trumps, it’s probably a slam you also want to avoid. 
   
 
 
QUESTION #10:  I have questions about defensive signals.  
  

1. Please elaborate on my signal to partner when we are defending a 
suit contract and my partner leads an honor.  Do I always give 
attitude based on my holding?  If he leads the ace and I have the 
QXX, should I always give a positive attitude?  If I hold a doubleton 
should I give a positive Signal? 

2. I assume I should give count when declarer is leading and winning 
the trick.  Can you give me some examples of how that works? 

3. My first discard: I have one partner who likes odd/even on my first 
discard.  Can you give me the pros and cons of that agreement? 
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ANSWER:  1. Attitude is the normal signal to partner’s leads.  There are some 
who prefer count but I will assume you use attitude.  No, you don’t always 
encourage when you hold QXX nor do you always play the top of a doubleton.  
These are both attitude situations.  You may want partner to shift at trick two. 

2.  Yes, count is usually given when declarer is playing a suit.  However, don’t 
OVER SIGNAL.  If the information will help declarer more than it will your partner, 
don’t show count. 

3.  There are many methods used today: Odd-Even, Lavinthal, upside-down, 
Reverse Smith echo, trump suit preference, and others too numerous to list.  On 
any given day one will work better than another.  Pick your favorite and make 
sure your partner is using the same one.  I prefer upside-down. 

We don’t have the time to discuss this very important topic today but you spend 
fifty% of our time on defense so you must have good carding agreements. 

 
 
 
PROBLEM #11:  I missed bidding game at the Tuesday club with this hand.  
I didn’t know what my partner held.  What should I do? 
 
    J105  AKQ2  AQ4 QJ2   
 
   SOUTH   ME    NORTH   EAST 
      2   DBL    Pass       3  
    Pass       ?? 
 
ANSWER:  That is a great question.  Does your partner hold hand A or hand B? 
 
A.  98  10987  10843 K107  
B.  A8  J953  K1097 765    
 
Hand A might not make three hearts while B will make game. There is a 
convention named lebensohl that will help.  For your partner, it takes the range of 
0-11 and breaks it up.  With 8-11 points, your partner will bid three hearts in 
response to your takeout double and you can raise to game.  If partner holds 0-7 
points, he will bid 2NTrequesting you to bid three clubs.  Now he can bid three 
hearts and you can pass and hope he makes it.  With 12 or more points, your 
partner will insist upon game. 
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PROBLEM #12:  My partner passed me in what I thought was a forcing bid.   
 
I held: KQ762  AK652  97  4   
 
Here was the auction: PARD    ME 
         1     1          
      1NT       2   
        Pass      
 
ANSWER: A new suit by an unpassed responder is forcing UNLESS opener has 
rebid 1NT.  This has been true for many decades.  This rule allows responder to 
show two suits without getting beyond the two-level.  However, in order to force 
this meant that responder had to jump to the three-level in his second suit.  So, 
with the two-level for weak and the three-level for strong, that left no bid other 
than two notrumps for invitational hands.   
 
Enter the New Minor Forcing convention.  This nice tool allows you to invite, 
force, ask opener’s distribution, and show different distributions.  We don’t have 
time today to explain the entire convention but here is the basic structure: 
 
1  1  
1NT 2  artificial, invitation strength or better 
2  natural, 5-card suit, non-forcing 
2  natural with 4 hearts, minimum hand 
2  natural, with 4 spades and minimum hand 
2NT minimum hand 
3  4 clubs, 2-2-5-4 distribution (rare) 
3  natural, with four hearts, maximum hand 
3  3 spades, maximum hand 
3NT    maximum hand 
 
It’s important to realize responder is making an invitation to game so you can’t 
just rebid 2NT or 2  with minimum or maximum strength.  Accept the game try 
when you hold the maximum for your 12-14 1NT rebid.  There are more 
sophisticated conventions, but New Minor is easy to use.    
 
I don’t encourage new players to use a lot of conventions.  Too often these have 
not been discussed fully and problems occur.  Partnership agreement is more 
important.  When a bidding accident does happen, make sure you review the 
problem with your partner and come to an agreement. 
 
 

 
 


